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Introduction 
I'his handbook presents gu~dc~ines for im- 
provement of lightning protection for highway trnf- 
fic control systems. It is intended for use by traffic 
engineers and others concerned with elimination of 
troublesome lightning problems in existing sys- 
tems, and by the designer and procurer of new 
systems. 
The need for such a handbook stems from the 
expanded use of sophisticated electronics which are 
more sensitive to the clcctrical transients produced 
by lightning than earlier electromechanical 
systems. Other users of solid-state clectronics have 
also had to deal with problems due to lightning 
strikes. It was learned early in the space program, 
for example, that the clectronics necessary to 
launch a space vehicle could be vulnerable to upset 
or damage from nearby lightning strikes, as might 
the sensitive electronic controls and flight in- 
struments being incorporated into modern aircrnft, 
Since safety of flight depends on proper operation 
of this equipment, the consequences of failure due 
to lightning might be very serious. 
Thus, protection of aerospace electronics 
against failure due to lightning has been the subject 
of National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA] research into the nature of lightning and 
the ways it interacts with sophisticated electronic 
systems. This research, which began in the early 
1 9 6 0 ' ~ ~  hns continued until the present and repre- 
sents the most thorough analysis of lightning cf- 
fects yet conducted. This research has led to a 
clearer understanding of the indirect effects of 
lightning; that is, the ways in which s nearby light- 
ning strike {as well as a direct hit1 can cause dam- 
age to solid-state clectronics, Protcctivc measures 
derived from this research have been incorporated 
into the design of oerospacc clectronics and have 
contributed to the extreme reliability and safety of 
all of the U.S. space missions. This technology has 
also made its way into modern commercial air* 
liners, where reliance upon electronics for safe 
flight under adverse weathcr conditions has 
become routine, 
Under the NASA Technology Spinoff program, 
Public Technology, Inc. iPTI) has been involved in 
idcntifying tcchnology nccds in municipalities that 
can benefit from NASA experience. As part of that 
program, PTI arranged with the outhms to diagnose 
lightning problems in traffic control systems and 
apply technology derived from the NASA research 
to solve thesc problems, To focus the project on the 
most important problems, n User Rc,:ukements 
Committee (URC) of mu.iicipa1 traffic personnel 
from nine cities and one rrpresentativc each from 
the Notional Elcctricsl Mr.nufacturersl Association 
(NEMA) and the Intcrnat~anal Municipal Signal 
Association (IMSAJ was formed. 
With participants from the URC and PTI, the 
authors visited six representative municipalities to 
study traffic system lightning problems and elec- 
trical practices. These site inspections indicated 
that lightning protection ranged from adequate to 
none at various locations. More significantly, the 
survey also revealed that in this industry there are 
no well-defined requirements or standards for light- 
ning protection, and no criteria defining the re- 
sponsibilities of equipment manufacturer and user. 
Using the information gathered from the fact- 
finding inspections and experience developed from 
NASA research, the authors determined the prob- 
able cause of the several types of problems found to 
be related to lightning. Protective measures were 
then selected for each type of problem. The results 
of this project are presented in the following four 
chapters, 
Chapter 1 contains a brief discussion of nat- 
ural lightning, along with the necessary data to 
estimate the number of lightning flaehes to hit a 
given structure or geographical area at various loca- 
tions in the U.S. Additional strike data is presented 
in the Appendix. 
Chapter 2 describes the ways that lightning in- 
teracts with highway traffic control systems, and 
the mechanisms by which the most common prob- 
lems occur. An understanding of thesc mechan- 
isms will be helpful to the traffic engineer who 
must decide where to apply protective measures 
and the designer of a new controller, who must 
know what magnitude of surges to expect on in- 
coming power and signs1 lines. 
Ir? Chapter 3, guidelines are presented for pro- 
tecting specific parts of traffic control systems that 
arc alrcady in cxistcncc. Chapter 3 begins with a 
rcvicw of protection approuches by dcfining thc 
roles of surgc suppression, shiejding and grounding. 
Specific cccommcndations for adding lightning pro* 
tcction to cach oi the clcmcnts of n typicnl system 
follow. 
Chapter 4 rcscnts speciticntions covering the 
plncurcment o f new equipment. The lkonsient 
Control Level (TCL] philosophy is introduced as n 
means ot defining and specifying expected tmn- 
sicnts for specific typcs of equipment, Rccom- 
mcndcd tcst proccdurcs and tcst levcls are given for 
cach type, 
To somc extcnt each chapter stands alonc and 
mny bc utilized by Itself in designing protcction. 
However, for the grcatcst probability of success, 
the user is encourogcd to tcad cach of the chapters. 
Thc authors will welcome comments and reports 
of cxpcricnces from those who utilize thcsc guide. 
lines, or notification af any errors that may bovc 
bccn ovcrlookcd in thc tcxt. 
An Execurlve Summary to this publication, 
written for elected officials and appointed ad- 
ministrators, is avatlnbk! from Public 
Technolngy, Inc. The Summary provides o brief 
gencrol overview of the HASA/PTI Technology 
Applications Program, the contents of this 
pu' bication, and an order form. 
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which may shatter concretc, glass, wood or oehcr 
non-conductors, and their rapid rate of r i ~ e  may 
cause high voltages to appcor along conductors car- 
rying these currents, resulting in "side flashes" to 
other objects ncnrby, The rapidly changing mognct- 
ic fields accompanying these strokes are also of 
concern to electronic systems which mny be dam- 
a ~ c d  by the surge voltages these fields induce in 
wiring and cables, 
The lower amplitude continuing currents con- 
vey relatively little energy, and aside from locnl- 
ized melting wherc the hot arc attaches to metallic 
objects, there is little to be concmcd about. Thus, 
i h ~  lightning parnmcters of most importance to 
traffic control equipment ore sttokc amplitude and 
rote of d ~ .  
Many studies have been performed to measure 
the electrical characteristics cf ligf~tning, Cianos 
and Pierce (Reference 1) havr collected much of the 
information from these studies into a complete set 
of statistics for use by thc person concerned with 
protcclion of equipment on the ground. As with 
most other n;ltural phenomena, they found a wide 
statistical distribution of magnitudes of thcse porn- 
meters. The distributions presented by Cinnos and 
Pierce for stroke currcnt amplitudes, rate of rise 
and the numbers of strokes per flash arc reproduced 
in Figures 5, 6 and ?. 
1.3 PROBABILITY OF GETTING STRUCK 
Thunderstorms and ligh'tning flashes do not 
occur with unifarm frequency throughout the 
world, I~ut vary instead with the climate and topog- 
raphy of particular locations. The on1 y parameter 
related to lightning incidence for which world-widc 
data (Reference 2) accumul~ted over many ycars 
exists i q  ':hc thunderstorm day. This data is accu- 
mulated by the World Meteorological Orgat~ization 
and is called the isokeratlnic level. A thunderstorm 
day is del,ned as  a 24 hour day on ~ h i c h  thunder is 
heard. Thus, the paramctcr dors not give informa- 
tion on the duration or intensity of the storm. Far 
the United States, the isokeratlnic level rarrges bc- 
tween a law of 5 thunderstarm-days per year along 
the West Coast, to a high of 100 days on which 
thunder is heard in central Florida, as shown on 
the isokcraunic map of Figure 8. When used in the 
analysis lhat follows, this parameter is dksignated 
at Ty. Psb~craunic data for a large number of 
specific locations in thc U.S. ore prcscnted in 
the Appcndix. 
Most observers agrec that therc arc about 3 
lightning fIashes per minutc in the average thun- 
dercloud and that a cloud covcrs about 500 square 
kilometers of ground fc,- an average of between 1 
and 3 hours, This works out ta a flash density, TY,  
of hctwccn 0.3 and I .O flashes per square kilort~r7tcr 
on each thunderstorm day. Actually, flash denslty 
MEAN ANNUAL NUMBER OF DAYS WITH THUNDERSTORMS 
F h r d  a. Zsokeruunic Mup of the United States 
Annud number of thunderstorm days (Ty), 
PUERTO RIG0 V R(IIH AND ISMNOB 
Total Fleehee Flaahes to Ground 
lsaheraunic per Year par War 
Cl ty Level Latitude per kM9 per rnP per kM2 I jet mi2 
Mlami, FL 
St. Petersburg, FL 
Montgomery, AL 
Savannah, GA 
Arlington, TX 
Oklahoma Clly, OK 
Raleigh, NC 
Washington, DC 
Lower Merion, PA 
Pittsfleld, MA 
Albany, NY 
Syracuse, NY 
Grand Rapids, MI 
Portland, OR 
Tnble I. tightninrr Fl~isfies per Sqirrrrc Mile ot 7S.!~ic(iI Citics in tllc U.S. 
{Notc; Data for uthct cities hn thc U.S, nrc vrcscnted in the Appcndlxl 
is rclntcd mare closely to the square of the 
isokcraiinic lcvct, as follows: 
T~ = 0.02Ty f lasheslkrn2/year (1 
Isokeraunic lrvcls and lightning flash densities 
calculated from this erluation for a number of typi- 
cdl cities in thc U.S, arc prcscntcd in Table 1, cx- 
prcsscd in flashes pcr stluilrc kilometer and flashcs 
per srluarr milt., Data for additinnal cities arc prc- 
scntcd in thc Appendix. 
Thc flash density of equation [ I )  includes 
flashes bctwecn clouds and flashes to ground. Both 
are of concern to traffic control equipment bccausc 
changes in the potcntinl of a cloud overhead may 
induce surges in power and signal lines hcncath. 
On the othcr hand, only thosc that rcach thc 
ground would bc of concern with respect to physi- 
cal damage to stnicturcs. Pierce (Rckrcncc 11 has 
noted that thc percentage, P, of flashes to ground 
incrcascs with geographical latitudc and hc has 
represented the latitudinal variation in equatinn (2) 
as fallows: 
P = 0.1 [I (U30)2] (21 
whcrc A is the geographical latitudc in degrees. Far 
the U.S,, the pcrccntagc of earth-l~ound flashcs 
rangcs hetwccn 20% (in the South] to 36%) (in the 
North]. Equation 2 may be uecd to cstimatc the 
average numhcr of times lightning may he cxpcctcd 
to strike the ground within a given arca. 
Within n large arca, lightning will strike highcr 
ohiccts such as radio towcrs, utility poles and roof- 
tops much morc frequently than objects that arc 
shorter than these. It is well cstablishcd, for cxam- 
plc, that a conducting structure will divert thc 
flashes to itscif and keep obiects within s radius 
cqunl to twicc the height of this conductor from 
being struck if their own height docs not pcnctrntc 
the imaginary surfacc scribcd bctwccn the tip of 
the structure and thc ground twicc t hc conductor- 
height away. This is the familiar cone of protection 
and is illustrated in Figlire 9. 
Figure 9. Protected Arcu 
The attraction area, A, is givcn by: 
A, = LW + 2nH(L + W) + 4nH)' 131 
whcrc, 
nH =the attraction dletance for 
stroke8 of varlous Intensities, 
from Figure 10, where n = 2, 4, 
8 and 8. 
If the object is a thin tower or pole, thc L and 
W terms approach zero nnd crl\intlon 13) 
becornus: 
Ad 3 rr(nH)a (4 1 
The probability of n strike to a particular struc- 
turc cnn 11u dctcrmlncd by the following steps: 
1. Dctcrminc the isoketnunic level, Ty, of thc 
city in clucstion. 
2. Cnlculatc thc flnsli dendty as a functrun of 
Tv with equation ( I ) ,  
Figure 10. Areas ~(Attmct ion,  A, of a Stmcrurc of 3, c>lculatc the ground flash density from 
Hcigllt, H ,  ~s a Ftmction of Stroke Intensity. tMrtrrrncr.I) equation (2). Note: Isakeraunic lcvels and flash densities 
Thc upper edges of thc structure in Figurc 9 
will intercept all of the flnshes that would have 
stntck the carth somcwhcrc Ispithin the protcctcd 
area, had the structure nut bccn therc. Since all 
flnshcs that npproach the pratcctcd area will hit the 
striicturc, thc protcctcd area (with thc ilrcn of thc 
stnlcturc added) may also be considered the attrac- 
tive trrea of thc stnicturc. Thus the probability of n 
particular st.uctnrc being hit is dctcrinincd, in 
port, by its size. 
Whcrcns vcry ncilrly ;dl flashcs that approach rt 
2: 1 conc protcctcrl nrca such as that of Figurc 9 will 
Ilc divcrtcd tn thc strrrcturc, thcrc is no assurilncc 
that all flashes approi~chi~~g otltside thc 2:1 cane 
;Ircii will stay sway from thc stnlcturc. It is well 
cstiihlished, in fact, (Rcfcrcncc 3) that a vertical 
stnicturc of height, HI attracts to itsolf lightning 
fliishcs iipprnaohin~ an ilrcn out to 4H, 6H or Inore, 
3s tllc stroke s~vt'rity ~ ~ C ~ C ~ I S C ' S .  Thc attrsction arciis 
untlcr t':csc conrlitions ilrc shown in Figlirc 10. 
calculated in accordance with steps 2 
and 3 above for 266 U.S. citics nrc 
given in the Appendix. 
4. Detcrminc thc attraction areas far each of 
thc flash scvcrity rangcs shown an Figure 10 
from eqiiation 3. Note that if the structure 
is R single pole, L and W npproach zero and 
ccluation (31 redt~ccs to Ad = dt~H)~ 
5. For cnch flash severity rangc, multiply thc 
probability of occurrence times thc nttroc- 
tion area tinlcs the : ound flosh density to 
obtain the number ci strikes within each 
amplitude range to the stnictiire cach year. 
6 .  Add the strikes within cach range to obtain 
the total number of attikes to the structurc 
pcr year. 
An cxamplc d such a calculation for an 80 foot 
high utility prrlc standing by itsclf in an cxposcd 
location at Halcigh, North Carolina is shown in 
Tahlc [I. From Tnhlc I (or thc Appcndixl the isoker- 
Attraction Attraction Ground Flash 
Stroke Prab. of Distance Area Oeneity Number of Strikes to 
Amplitude Occurrence (fr. Fig 10) (from Eq. 4) (fr. Table 1) Utility Polelyear 
Range: (fr. Fig 10) (nH) (ft.) (ft7) (km') Flkm21yr. (prob. x area x denslty) 
0. 20 kP. 0.5 2H 160 80.424 7 . 4 6 ~  10-I 2.7 1.01 x lom2 
7.82 x 10-2 
strlkes per year 
---- ---- . 
Table Il. (:(~lcrrllttioff o Ilircct Strikcs lo r113 HO f i .  Hixh [Jtility P O L  at Rolcigh. N.C.  
aunic level at Raleigh is 41 thunderstorm days per 
yuor, resulting in n ground Clash density of 2.7 
strikes within cnch square kilometer cnch year. 
This rcsu! in n prediction of 7.82 x lo-* strikes to 
the pole cat., ycar, or about onc strike every 13 
years. Thus thc prabnbility of s direct strike to one 
particular pole (and resultant physical damage to 
the pole or to things attached to it) is low. 
Because of this low probability, one might con- 
clude that lightniiig is of little concern to signat 
lines or equipment attached to the pole, Lightning 
need not strike the pole itself, however, for dnmag- 
ing surges to be coupled into power or signal lines 
extending away from it, These surges con play havoc 
with clectror~lcs located a long way from the strike, 
and there ore frequent complaints of signal outages 
when thunderetonns arc simply "in the area." 
Within n one kilomctcr radius of the pole ot 
Raleigh, about: 
(3.4 kma) (2.7 F/kmalyr) = 8.6 strl kee 
reach the ground each ycar, and nearly twicc os 
many more occur overhead. This is cnough to be af 
concern. The ncxt chapter describes the mcchm- 
isms whcrcby lightning effects couplc into 
municipal power and signal systems and thc ways 
thesc systcms may be damaged, 
CHAPTER 2 
The physical damage effects produced nt the 
point where a lightning strike occurs are called 
the direct effects and include holes punctured In 
insulating materials during the attachment proc- 
ess, and melting and burning of conductors caused 
by high temperatures associated with the Ifght- 
ning arc. In the vast majority of cases trnffic signal 
lincs and equipment are shielded from direct 
strikes by power lines suspended above, or by vir- 
tue of being Iacated within a metallic enclosure or 
underground, 
Of more concern to the traffic siknal engineer 
is electrical damage to equipment from lightnir~g- 
induced transient surge voltages and currents. 
Thesc surges are termed indirect effects of light- 
ning. They are the result of strikes to overhead 
wires, earth voltage rises, magnetic field coupling 
and capacitive coupling, 
In this chapter the basic mechanisms which 
cause transient surges in traffic signal systems arc 
discussed and estimates of their mc~nitudes are 
made. Succeeding chapters provide methods of 
minimizing damage and protecting equipment 
against these surges. 
2.2 STRIKES TO WIRES AND CABLES 
Exposed overhead wires and cables are sub- 
jected to severe transient surges when stmck di- 
rectly by o lightning flash, As lightning current 
enters a wire, the wire rises to a very high voltage, 
causing a flashover to ground to occur somewhere 
along the wire, On power lines, lightning arresters 
provide controlled discharge paths for the light- 
ning currents to go to ground. When no arresters 
are provided, the lightning leaves the wires at sup- 
porting insulators or equipment terminals. During 
either process, high voltage and current surge- r s  are 
impressed on equipment connected to the wire. 
Thesc surges can be reduced considerably by 
shielding the wire, either by suspending a ground- 
ed conductor over the wire or by surrounding the 
wirc with a grounded metal foil. The lightning 
:urrents will then be conducted through the 
shields. Such practices are very common in power 
and telephone systems, 
Thc addition of shicld wires or cable shields 
will greatly reduce the magnitude of the transient 
surges but will not completely elimtnnte them, 
The remaining transient surges can and do dam- 
age sensitive elcctranics conncctcd to shielded 
wires. The causes of transient surges in shielded 
wires arc illustrated in Figure 11. The voltage be- 
tween the shicld wire and the signal wirc will be 
equal to the sum of the voltages around thc loop 
formed by the two wires. 
As lightning current passes through the shield 
wire, a resistive voltage along its length is cstab- 
lished, equal to the lightning current times the 
wire resistance. A magnetic field around the 
shield wire is also established. 
Part of the magnetic field will pass through 
the loop formed by the shield wire, the signal wire 
Messenger or n shba 
Figure 1 I .  Induced Volcages from Shielded Wires. 
and thc terminations. This magnetic ficld will 
changc in accordance with the lightning current 
and induce a voltage in the loop. This voltage is 
related to the lightning current rate of change 
(di/dt] and the amount of the magnetic field 
which can pass through the loop, 
The voltages lightning may induce in signal 
wires contained within overall shields havc been 
studied cxtcnsivcly at the NASA Iknnedy Spacc 
Center (KSC) launch facilities [References 4 and 
5 ) .  Protection for launch critical circuits required 
a knowledge of the mngnitudes of the surges in- 
duced by lightning nnd the mechanisms rclating 
shield currents to  induced voltages. Research into 
these mechanisms and dcvclopmcnt of analytical 
techniques to predict the surges was carried out 
and verified, 
The voltage induced on a conductor contained 
within 0 shield is shown in Figure 12. As the light. 
ning curiigt passes through the shield material, 
an electric ficld voltage is developed along the 
shield, If one end of the conductor is connected to 
the shicld, the voltagc at the other end will bc 
cilual to the sum of the clectric fields around the 
loop formed by the signal conductor and the 
shicld wall. If the shield is not solid, then mag- 
netic fields can enter through holcs and a magnet- 
ically induced voltage will aiso appear. 
For thin (0.005" to 0.01 ") solid copper 
shields, the lightning current rise time is long 
compared to the time it takes for the current to 
diffuse to the inside surface of the shield. The in- 
ternal electric field will therefore have the same 
waveshape as the current and the induced voltage 
will be cqual to thc currcnt times the shietd resis- 
tance, or 
v=lR 
where, f5) 
v = the voltage along the shield (voltatmeter 
of cable length) 
I = llghtnlng current In the shield (amperes) 
R =: the shield resistance (ahmslmeter of 
cable length) 
ppica l  tclcphone cables have shield resist- 
ances of between 3 and 6 ohms per mile, With the 
aid of the NASA-developed analysis techniques 
referred to earlier, cnlculations have hccn made 
(Refcrcnce 6) of the lightning-induced voltages 
and currents which may be coupled into the con- 
ductors of typical signal cables, as a function of 
lightning current amplitude and the distance 
along the cable of the strike from the signal 
con troller, 
Typical induced voltagcs and currents calcu- 
latcd by the NASA techniques are presented in 
Figure 13 a, b, and c, Figure 13a shaws thc wave- 
form of the surgc current that was assumed to 
enter the cable shicld at the strike point. Figure 
13b shaws the voltage arriving at a controlltt 2.75 
miles away, Figure 13c shows the maximum cur- 
rent that this voltage would drive through e sup- 
pressor (if present) at the controller end of the 
cable. 
This analysis shows chat if a severe (I00 kA) 
lightning stroke enters a power line or utility pole 
and causes a surge of 25 kiloamperes to flow an 
the signal cable shield, a voltage surge reaching a 
peak of over 18 kilovolts can be induced in the sig- 
nal conductors and transmitted to a controller 
2.75 miles away, It also shows that over 300 am- 
peres of surge current could flow into the elec- 
tronics, or through a suppressor, if present at the 
ends of the cable. 
Since 18 kV far exceeds the withstand caps- 
biIity of controller clectronics, suppressors must 
usually be installed where signal cables interface 
with controller clectronics, and it is necessary 
that the suppressors be able to conduct the avail- 
able surge current. Table I11 gives the surge cur.. 
rents predicted in the preceding analysis for 
strikes at various distances from a controller. 
---------------- 
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2.3 EARTH VOLTAGES 
Figure 12. Cablc Coupling Mechunism. 
When lightning currents reach the ground they 
enter the carth at one or two concentrated points 
and fan out from these points in all directions, 
toward far-away regions of lower potential. Near 
the point(s) of entry, the concentrated lightning 
currents of many kiloampcres flawing in resistive 
carth give risc to earth volruges of many thousands 
TIME (mlcroseconds) 
B. APPLltu LIGHTNINQ CURRENT 
0 10 20 30 4'0 50 
TIME (microseconds) 
b. OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGE At 2.75 
Miles Away lrom a 100kA strike. 
(No breakdown of conductor insulation 
or ~totectors.) 
20 30 40 50 
TIME (microseconds) 
0. SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT 
AVAILABLE 2.75 miles from a tOO.OOO Ampere Stroke, 
Olstanoe from Controller 
to Strlhe Peak Induced Currents (Miles) (Amperes) 
Table 111. Pct~k Liglrrnirrg tr~duccd C~urrcnts in Signal 
Ci~blc Conductors (lor a 100 kA liglrtning srrikc at various 
rlistttnccs rtwoy) 
of volts. These voltues nouenr betwecn the 
point ( e )  where the ~iihtni& current enters the 
earth and places farther away where the current 
concentration is much less, The earth vcltnge is 
therefore highest at the strike point, falling off in- 
versely with distance from this point. For example, 
the earth voltage surrounding a utility pole which 
is carrying some Iightning current to earth after a 
power line has been struck is shown on Figure 14, 
The magnitudes shown are far 20 kilosmperes of 
current (i] entering earth of typical 100 ohm- 
meters resistivity ( p  ). 
10 roo r don 
meters 
Figure 13. Examples oi Lightning-lnduced VoItqes and Figure 14. Earth Voltage Profile (or 20 kA of Lightning 
Currents in Signol Cobles. Current Entering Soil of 100 ohm-meters Resistivity. 
Higher lot lower) currents and/ar higher (or lower) 
cmh resistivities would create correspondingly 
higher (or lower) earth voltages. 
These eatth voltages will appear in signal con- 
trol cabinets when there arc circuits leading from 
this cabinet to n cabinet et lower potential. If the 
signal wires arc contnincd in shielded cables, then 
the earth voltuges will drive curlrents through the 
cable shields and thcae cuncnta will induce volt- 
egcs in the signal conductors, ae dtacrlt.dd in Pata. 
2.2. This situation i s  illustrated in Figure 15. 
If the samc lightning cuncnt and earth rcais- 
tivlty as in the a m p l e  of Figure 14 arc assumed, 
the first control cabinet will rise to a potential 
close to that of the pole pound-about 300 kilo- 
volt~. Meanwhile, the second cabinet a block away 
10  50 200 2'50 
(Distance from Flrtrt Control Cablnet (meters). 
Figure 15, How Earth Voltages A p p e ~ r  in Signal 
Controlhrs. 
remains near "true" ground potential-near zero 
volts, and the earth voltages show up wherever cir- 
cuita connecting the two cabinets come together. 
2.4 INDUCTIVE VOLTAGES 
Due to the earth voltages just described, em- 
phasis is usually placed upon achievement of low 
resistance earth grounds for municipnl s@nl in- 
stallations. Low-resistonce grounds are preferred, of 
course, for two reasons. 
1, to provide a direct path for lightning cur- 
rents to flow into the earth, and 
2. to minimize vultngcs that arise during 
lightning currsnt flow along this path. 
Provision of a low resistance ground by itsclf, 
however, will not assure that the abovc two objec- 
tives will bc met, because significant voltage rises 
and impedances to lightning current flow may oc- 
cur along low resistance ground paths if the induc- 
tance of thcse paths is not also low, Inductance is  
the property of a conductor that allows energy to 
be stored in a magnetic field, and because thcse 
magnetic fields are invisible, this property is frc- 
quently overlooked. 
Surrounding any clcctric current is a magnetic 
field, as shown in Figure 16. 
The magnetic field intensity, B, at any point a 
distance, r, .sway from the conductor fa proportion- 
al to the currmt amplitude and diminishes inverse- 
ly with distance from the outside surface of the 
conductor as followa: 
where: 
6 =the magnetic flux density (webersfmelera) 
y =the permeability of the medium 
(henryelmeter) 
=4n x lV7 Hlm tor air 
I =the current in the conduotor (amperes) 
r =the ?&dlaf distance from the conductor 
(rnetere) 
The total magnctic field around thc unit 
length of this wire is cqunl to the integral of the 
flux density from the surface of the con~ductor 
(where the flux density is very Intense) out to 
where its vaklc is insignificant. This may be ex- 
prcsscd per meter of conductor length as: 
where: 
9 = magnetic flux linkages (webers) 
r, = the radius of the conductor (metere) 
R =the radiu8 of a typical thunderstorm (one thousand meters) 
For example, the magnetic flux surrounding an 
AWG 4/0 ground conductor with a radius, x l ,  of 
0.66 cm is: 
= 2 x 10-?(I 1,93)l= 2.4 x 10-81 webers per ampere (81 of current, per meter 
of conductor length 
The inductance, L, of a conductor is defined as 
thc ratio af the magnctic field surrcbunding a con- 
ductor to the current that produces it and is 
mcasurcd in henrys. Thus: 
O weberstmeter t=--= i ampere = henryslrneter 19) 
thus, webers 
= ampere (10) 
and the inductance of the 4/0 cunductor inen- 
tioned abovc is: 
L =  2.4 x 10-61 I = 2.4 x henryslmeter (1  1) 
Figure 16. Magnetic Field nmund a Single Conductor. 
= 2.4 mlcrohenryslmeter 
When currents pass through an inductor, thc 
voltage across thc inductor i s  given by: 
v = Inductor voltage (volta) 
dlldt = rate of change of current (ampsleecond) 
The rate at which currcnt can build up(Ai/At) 
is dircctly proportional to thc clcctrical forcc 
(voltagc, v)  behind the current, and inversely pro- 
portional to the inductance fnhllity to store energy) 
of the conductor, or: 
where: 
v = the drlvlng voltage (volte) 
t = time (seconds) 
in the case of a lightning strike, the rate at 
which current builds up (Ai/At] is governed by the 
lightning flash and the voltage along the conductor 
must increase to o level sufficent to allow the light- 
ning current to enter the inductor at the predeter- 
mined rate. 
Equation 12 is very important because it 
shows that voltage can arise along a conductor 
which has no resistance, and that this voltage is 
proportional to both the inductance of the conduc- 
tor and to the rate of change of current flowing 
through it. 
The high amplitude strokes associated with a 
lightning flash have very fast rates of change as 
shown in Figure 6 of Chapter 1. These are the rates 
at which lightning currents may be injected into a 
ground conductor such es the one running down 
the utility pole in Figure 15. 
The maximum rate of rise of current flowing 
down any utility pole probably does not exceed 100 
kiloamperes per microsecond since it is rare that 
a11 of the lightning current would go down a single 
pole. In fundamental units this is 10" amperes per 
second. A lightning currcnt entering the 4/0 con- 
ductor discussed earlier and rising to its peek at a 
rate of 1011 amps/sec would create a voltage of 
(from equations 8 and 13): 
= (2.4 x 10-6henrys/meter) (1 x loii ampsisec) 
= 240,000 volts per meter of conductor length 
This voltagc would appear along the conductor 
whilc the lightning current is rising to its peak. 
When the current reaches its peak, it would cease 
to change and for a moment the inductive voltage 
would be zero. Then, as the stroke current decays, 
the inductive voltagc would increase again but in 
thc opposite direction as the magnetic field 
lnducllve Vollape 
In Ground Conductor 
. 9 per meter of l en~ th  
For *' = I x toi1 amps 
amsx 
w = 5 x 10Wadlsec 
Figute 17. Severe Lightrung Stroke and Inductive 
Voltage in Ground Conductor, 
diminishes and energy begins to leave. Using a 
( I-cosJ expression to represent a typical stroke 
wavefront, the stroke current and the indtictivc 
voltage that it would produce along the 4/0 ground 
conductor would appear as shown in Figure 17. 
This inductive voltage will add to the earth re- 
sistivc voltage described earlier. In most cases the 
resistance will be associated with the earth connec- 
tion (ground rod) whereas the inductive voltage 
will be distributed along the entire ground conduc- 
tor. 
Inductive voltages arc a frequent cause of dam- 
a e to si nal equipmenta A very common example 
o f how t fi is occurs is shown in Figure 18. 
In Figure 18, the distribution lightning arrester 
on the transformer primary sparks to protect the 
transformer. The lightning current is carried to 
ground on the pole ground wire, but the inductive 
voltagc in the ground wire can tre as high as 240 
kvimcter, This voltage forces currcnt along the 
neutral to the controller cabinet, As discussed in 
Paragraph 2.2, these currents will induce surge 
voltages in neighboring power wires, and these 
surges, which may reach many thousands of volts, 
must be suppressed inside the cabinet. 
As a result of the above mechanisms, surge 
suppressors have been installed in many signal 
control cabinets, but their effectiveness is frcquent- 
1. Lightning strikes the power Ilne. 
2. The arrester sparks and protects the transformer. 
3. Mosl lightning current flows to ground via transformer ground 
wire, 
4, Inductive voltage in the ground wire raises lranslorrner lo a 
high voRage. 
5. Some lighlniny current enters the secondary neutral and the 
rnagnelic field produced by this current induces a voltage 
surge inlo the secondary circuit. 
6. The signa, controller cabinet rs also raised above ground by 
the neutral current llowlng In the cabinet ground wlre. 
Fiy lr !  18. Inductive Voltage Surge in a Power 
Distn'bu tion Circuit. 
ly diminished by the inductancc associated with 
long leads. Figure 19 shows a typical installation of 
a powcr line surge suppressor intended to clamp 
sutges appearing at the AC bus. For convenience, 
thc suppresscr is often mounted at a spot on the 
cabinet wall, out of the way of othcr equipment. 
The lwds neccssitatcd by this arrangement fre- 
qucntly insert one or two microhcnrys of induc- 
tance between the supprcssor and the bus. 
If the maximum surge current rate of rise pro- 
duced by lkhtnirrg in secondary power distrihu t ion 
systems i~ tnkcn as 5n0 nmps/microscconds the 
voltage praduccd hy thrb currcnt along thc sup- 
pressor leads would be: 
E (1 x 10-OH) (5 x 10' ampalsec) 
= 600 volts per mlcrohenry of Inductance 
The inductnncc of the suppressor circuit mny 
be assumed to be I microhenry pcr meter of lead 
length. Thus, for an installntion rcquiring icnda 1 
meter in length the inductance would bc 2 
microhcnrys. The surge voltage appearing ncross 
thc loads in the controller (bus-to-ground) in Figurc 
19 would bc the sum of the suppressor clamp 
voltage (ec) and the inductivd voltage in thc lcads. 
If for cxamplc, thc suppressor in Figure 19 were 
cnpahle of clamping a surge to 600 volts, the surge 
voltage nppcaring across the loads would reach 
1600 volts and protection thaught to he achieved 
by installation of the suppressor would not he ob- 
tained, Situations like this appcar vcry often 
because the role of inductancc in lightning protcc- 
tion is not well understood by many users of pro- 
tective devices. 
Power 
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Figure 19. Effect of Lang Suppressor Leads 
2.8 CAPACITIVE VOLTAGE8 
In addition to the resistive and inductive 
mcchrnistns deecribed in the previous pararapha, 
voltage and current surges may arise In traffic slg- 
nal inatallations via cdpucitfve couplfag, 
If two (or morc) canductors rrrc in proximity to 
each other and an electrical charge of dthcr polari- 
ty b placed upon onc of them, an clcctric field ia 
established by the charge and will sttract o chorge 
of opposite polarity to thc othcr conductor. If oddi. 
t ion~l  charge of the original polarity is applied to 
the first conductor, a similar amount of opposite 
polarity charge will he drawn to the other. Thia 
phenomenon is  know as capacitive charging and 
thc charge flow to or from one conductor cauacd by 
a change in the amount of charge on the othcr is 
culled capacitive charging current. These currents 
are pro ortional to the amount of capacitance and 
the dif ! crence in charge potential Ivoltagej between 
the two conductors. 
Duc to the relatively large area they cover and 
their proximity to the ground, vchick dctcctor 
loopa ore prone to rccciving capacitive charging 
currents from the earth when lightning currents 
raise the carth voltagc above zero potential. The 
process is pictured in Figure 20. 
The input circuitry of most loop detectors con- 
tains solid-state components which nre sensitive to 
thesc surge currents, and burnouts frequentiy occur, 
Lighlnlng curfent 
in Ground Wlre 
\ 
\ 
.lb 
P i y c e  20. Capacitive Charging Currents Enter Vehicle 
Detector Loop when Lightning Carrent Enters Ground 
Nearby. 
Figure 21 shows the input circuit of onc loop 
dctcctor in which burnouts havc accuncd, In this 
casc, copscitivc charging currents clcvatc thc dc- 
tcctor loop and winding TlA of thc coupling trons- 
former to thc carth potential, which i s  usually dif- 
fcrcnt from thc clcctronics ground to which wind- 
ings T1 B and T1C arc rcfercnccd. The resulting dif- 
fcrcncc of potclztial oypcars as o voltage  urge on 
the insulation bet. vcn tronsformcr wlndinge, caus- 
In8 breakdown, Typically, thc insulation of mini- 
aturc tronsforrncrs IIkc this can tolerate no morc 
than 1 kilovolt, and capncitivc voltme surges In 
loops like this nluy reach scvcral 10's of kilavolts. 
Sincc capacit ivc charging currents arc likely to 
cntcr all sidcs of a vzhicle detector loop, the cntirc 
loop and both of its ctlnnecting wires receive the 
same surge at oncc. Surgeti which appear on both 
conductors nt oncc (with rcepcct to some other ref- 
crencc) Hkc thirr arc colled common mode [some- 
times colled trnsvcrsc) surges, in contrast to d f f -  
ferential (sometimes c d e d  mctollis+) surges in 
which one wirc of a circuit is  clevated to a much 
higher ~i~rcnt jal  than the othcr (or in which surgc 
currcnt tiaws in only one of thc two wircsl, Thcrc 
are othet* effccts such as magnetic field caupling, 
which n u  cnpablc of inducing a voltage around the 
loop such thc: one end would bc at a highcr potcn- 
tial than the otlrer. Thc failure modes observed in 
rnrbst detector-nmplificr units, however, indicate 
that the common-mode, capacitivcly coupled 
surges prcdominatc, 
2"6 SUMMARY OF LIQHTNINO~INDUCEO 
SURGES 
From the preceding discussions it should be 
dear that lightning damage to traffic signal sys- 
tcmB results from voltage and currcnt surges in- 
duced, by onc mechanism or another, into wires 
and cables that fecd into the signal controls from 
outside plsccs. If no wires entered a controller cab- 
inet there would very likely bc no lightning-related 
damage to controller electronics. Unfortunately, it 
is not yet possible to design a uscful traffic control 
device without interconnecting wires. Every wire, 
therefore, that is brought into a controller cabinet 
must be considered a source of lightning-induced 
transients. This includes the 115V AC power, vehi- 
cle dctcctor loops, pedestrian controls, intercon- 
nect cables and others. 
The magnitudes of the lightning-induced 
surges appearing on these wires depend on their 
length, their degrce of shielding, and their routing. 
For example, a wire that goes directly from a con* 
troller cabinet ro an overhead span where it can be 
struck directly by a lightning flash could receive 
surges approaching natural lightning currcnt levels. 
If the wire were routed underground for some dis- 
tance before rising to an overhead span, the surge 
ELECTRONICS OROUP'?) 
CONTROLS 
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Plgue 21. Input Circuitry oJ One Loop-Detector Unit in which Lightning-induced 
Pdiures Have Occurred. Earth Volrrrges Enter Detector Loop, Elevating Potential of 
Winding T l A  with Respect to Other Windings, Causing Insulation Faifurn. 
- ... 
Peak Peek Peah 
vpical WLre Voltage Current Energy 
Conflguratlon (volts) (~mps) (Joules) 
Cablea Exposed to Dlrect Strikes 
Unshlelded, aerial with strlke 
nearby* 1 0' 10' 10' 
Unshlelded, aerial with strike 
far away7 1 0' 1 0' 10' 
Unshlelded, burled 10' 1 0' 1 OZ 
Shielded, burled or aerial 1 0' 10' 1 Oa 
Cablea Expoeed only to Partlal Amounts of Lightning Current 
Unshielded, slngte wire f 0' 1 o3 10' 
Unshielded pair-wire to wire 10a 1 Oa 10' 
-wire to ground lo2 lo2 10 
Shielded wlre 1 OZ 1 O2 1 
Shielded pair-wlre to wlre 10 10' t O - '  
-wire lo ground loz 10' 1 
magnitudes would bc seduced due to insulation 
sparkover where thc wires cntcr on underground 
conduit. On thc other hand, if thc signal wires 
wcrc accompanied by dcdicatcd return wires, if 
both are contained within double shields, if thcsc 
shields arc grounded at both cnds, and if this 
shielded cable is a continuous iron conduit, thc 
lightning-induced surges will be very small. 
Neither of these situations, howcvcr, is found very 
oftcn in traffic signal systems. 
Engineering cstimatcs of lightning-induced 
transients occurring in the typcs of cables that arc 
uscd most often nre given in Tablc 1V Thete esti- 
mates arc bascd on sevcrc lightning flash lcvcls and 
include pcak values ro~lndcd off to thc nearcst 
power of 10. 
The estimates of Tnblc IV have been uscd to 
determine the performance rcquircd of the sup- 
pressors recommcndcd for spccific upplications in 
Chuptcr 3. 
1.6, wlthln a block or two 
t 1.e. within a mile or two 
Table IV, Estimutcd 1-iglrtning-Induced Surges in Trrrffic 
Control Systems 
The aecersikg far rddiag progcc tion oa m ea- 
$%$in% to%ffic ~ca%Zfd>% sgslem ts dfctgted by the lev@$ 
of Izghfn~n&relatcd prob%rms kzw e z ~ o i e n ~ e d ~  
The m o u n t  of prurcctbn to k odds$ t s  minimfec 
future po~I3eiems moy nat he re evldrnt, Dtncc i s  
some cases, rhc electronic compaents thm fdl ore 
tkem%elve% suppres&zw ztansknts tho8 would 
couae failure of orhu dt vices 1moted h r tBe~  laside 
the elsctron%ca Therefare, if the comp%@nta phrt 
ore foiling ore simply replaced with earn nestB go able to wighstond higher surge levels, ok er c o m p  
neat3 [inclodrl~g the pr~tective devices them%clvea% 
m y  heam oa fail.. la one 6 0 % ~ ~  fag e~amp16~ bulfer 
rsloy.s were ~dded krweea obe incoming simai 
E P ~ I F S  nnd rhe trdflc controller to protect agoisr~ 
surge damage te the contrailer. The86 prevented 
further ceatrc~l%er fa alures, but the oeQ~ps 
ghemse%iver began to bd md the traffic connol 
system WPB " a d o ~ n 8 8  a b u t  as often oa before, 
Tfj p ~ c I u d e  %Wh $$nf@~l%n016 ~ E ~ U ~ P B ,  I$& 
lightning transient saurce and sp~tem ea tv  
piatis] must bc idcng%~ed, the trans :at mogni- 
tude estimnted and progectkve device8 appl~ed 
which ore ~ ~ p ~ b l e  a1 %uppre%~zag the surge %?alt&ge 
and withetandlw the sorge curreat, 
it may be 4ble to achieve acceptable ~ d o r -  
mnnce by protecttag ~ n i y  that p ~ r t  of $he system 8n 
which pnsb faalurm haw a66arxcd, 1$ imp deIecttj8 
fodure~ comprise ~s%entiallg a!! af the iightni~g-rc- 
lated p r ~ b k m s  on o sybsem, rhea protectio:, &I loop 
detectam mop be all that is required, Hewcvgs, in 
a o q  systems l~ghtnlng causes damage to mare 
thsn anc pgrt of the syskem and in these case@, 
overeBll prakrcctian shauld he cons id~r~d,  
TWQ bnsfe approz~hes to ptatectioa are wail- 
able The first approach $is $a minimize the inram* 
h z ~  surges by &~clding Baterconnecting cables 
T'*:tir is accc~mplished hy placing these eahles with- 
 PI eandu~ttve candaits ar wire braids* or hy in- 
ciudlwg rn exzra wire grounded nt c ~ c h  c ~ d .  Thc 
sh~clds or gounded wires prov~de alternate paths 
for lightning-iatduced suages to flow on, thereby re- 
ducing the level ~4 surges Z ~ P P  oxe induced in the 
signnl conduetsra 
In ohe s e c s d  rpprwch, I&hrsgwladaccd 
vofsagm rrc clrmpd ag g ~ p p r g s ~ d  ta hrmfer@ 
levclr by fngtgllrtisa o% 1gppzg8go~ where 
~ R E W  clblcs enlev the elee~goalca, Sutge suppea- 
mrs fa11 into three general crtcgariee: s o n l l n e ~  de- 
vice~, switchrag protectarb rnd hybdd re%ewblbss. 
b"Bf NmlWrs 
a n e r  J l d c r  md  vais%og& rre the most corn* 
moa examples nf nonhncar rupprcsmrs, At  sormoi 
~wre t iag  v a l ~ a m  t h e ~ e  mlid+rtrte devices draw 
easremeky low cuEenk bur at hkher vslt~ges they 
begin to canduct ond draw r much lager rm@aat 
af cuRenr, thereby draining energy f r ~ m  the ~agge, 
This e n a m  is traa.nsfomed into hert h the device, 
pp icr l  nanlinear suppres*wrs are picrured In Pkmre 
""rals &A" 
The rel&tioa%hip between the valtae applied 
to such o devise and the current through ~t b ex- 
pressed rs: 
I%kv f l 
where, 
I = currBnt thr~ugh the B&vlos (rmg@res) 
k = davlcg esn&tant 
v voggage rcrass t h@ &@v!~e (v83sj 
th s  nenlinerr axpanrnt 
Silicon eafhide vari8zcar.k exhibit nonlinear ex. 
p ~ n m " t  ad k"r to I, zinc oxide varistor% (MC3V"sl ex= 
h h t  eapanents of 20 to 10, ~ n d  s~licnn zener 
dicdes exhibit exwaents 0% 1043 ta 5CX.I. 
Nos%i%e&r suppre%wrs ~ b ~ ~ r b  the surge tncqy  
wiahin thcm~elvea, tronaftrrming it  Into hest 
Zenef ditdeo con abwrb up to 1 g ~ u l ~  (wsttaec) of 
eaegy, whereas silicon-carbide and ~inc~oxida 
vsri%rors era abwrb &am 1 to 16KB $<wales, degend- 
mag upan their phygical size 
Switching proaecgon cd3asi~f 0% various bypeg 
of %park gaps and ogher devgec~ that swztch frr~m s 
v e v  hhagh ~mpcdancs rta r Isw impedance [i e short 
circuit) state The mwl eomme~ly used bwik~kmg 

protectors are spnrk gaps, shown in Figure 23, A 
spark gap i s  mode up of electrodes closely spaced in 
n gns atmosphere, When thc applied voltage ex- 
ceeds the dielectric strength of the gas an electrical 
spnrk is fvrmed and the gos nbruptly changes from 
an insulator to a conductor. At this point, the 
voltage across the gap drops from nn open-circuit 
voltngc of 100's af volts to nearly zero. 
Bccouse the conducting voltage is low, spnrk 
gnps do not dissipnte very much of the surge 
energy, Instead, the surge is reflected and 
dissipated in the resistnnce of the wires. Several 
passages of the sugc back and forth dong the line 
may be required before the energy is fully 
dissipated. Since spark gaps do not dissipate 
energy, they arc rated in terms of the amount of 
voltage required to cause them to spark, and the 
maximum amount of surge current they can sus- 
tain ~ f t e r  sparkover occurs. 
Bccause n finite amount of time is required to 
form the spark, the first part or front of the trm- 
sient may pass through o spnrk gap before the spark 
is formed and the voltagc is clamped. This is called 
the time-Jag characteristic and resuIts in an upturn 
in spark-gap breakdown voltages at early times, ae 
shown in the voltagc breakdown curve for typical 
spark gaps of Figure 24. 
Figure 24. Breakdown Voltage vs Time for ?Srpical 
Spark Gaps. 
Frequently a switching-type protector and a 
nonlinear suppressor are used together, with the 
switching protector used as pn'mary protection to 
deal with higb surge currents, and the non-linetu 
suppressor used us secondary protection to clamp 
the surge to G lower level. The concept is il- 
lustrated in Figure 25, 
lncornlng Surge 
L lne I Load 
Pipure 25. Pedomt~ce  of Switching-type (syork gap) 
ond Nonlinear Suppressor (varistor). 
When connected across AC or DC power lines 
which can deliver large short circuit currents, 
current-limiting impedances usually have to be in- 
serted in series with the spark gap to help the spark 
extinguish when the transient is over. Varistors are 
often used for this purpose, as shown in Figure 26. 
Power Line 
Incoming Line 1 T Load 
VARISTOR 4" 4 VARISTOR 
Pigun! 26. Use of a Spmk Gop Across a Power Line. 
To be successful, the primary and secondary 
protectors must be separated enough so that the 
surge reaches the primary protector before appear. 
ing at the secondary protector. If not, the secondary 
protector, which clamps at a lower voltage, will 
operate first nnd be exposed to the full s u r p  cur- 
rent and resultant damage. This may require that 
additional inductance or redstrulce be inserted in 
the line between the primary and secondary protec- 
tors as shown in Figure 27, 
Inductence 
Incoming Lille Load 
SECONDARY 
PROTECTOR 
Pigun 27. Primnry and Secondary Protectors. 
The three or four components involved in the 
protection circuitry of Figures 26 and 27 are some- 
times packaged and marketed as a single protector. 
Such products are often referred to as hybrid pro. 
tectors, Line, Ion ~ n d  ground (common] leads are 
brought out of t h ~  package as shown in Figure 28. 
A 1  other connections are made within the sealed 
unit. By packaging several components together, 
hybrid protectors may require less labor from those 
who must design and install protectian-particu- 
larly for existing systems. 
In the example of Figure 28 a resistor is used to 
separGte the primary and secondary protectors, The 
upper limit af this resistancc is the amount that 
can be tolerated in the signal circuit without 
degrading its performance. The lower limit is the 
SCHEMATIC 
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Line load 
Common LT-l 
amount necessary to Nmit the current through the 
zener diode to a tolerobie level. 
It is possible for the users to install their awn 
primary and secondary protectors and, by installing 
them at different places in the system, utilize the 
inductance already present in the system between 
these places to separate the two protectors. 
3.2 PROTECTIVE MEASURES 
In this section we present guidelines for pro- 
tection of the various parts of a traffic control sys- 
tem. Unless otherwise noted, each of the follow- 
ing protective measures should be implemented 
when Improved protection is desired. 
3,2#l Controllet Cablneta 
A. Metal controller cabinets, whether 
mounted on a pad or a utility pole, should be 
grounded to earth via a ground connection at the 
base of the cabinet ss shown in Figure 29. 
B. Many cabinets are already grounded as 
shown in Figure 29. If the ground wires are longer 
and less direct than those shown, they should be 
shortened to appear as shown in Figure 29. This 
will remove unnecessary inductance from these 
wires, Tight, bare-metal connections should be 
used throughout. 
C ,  Lightning protectnrs and all other com- 
ponents that may carry surge currents should be 
grounded directly to the nearest cabinet wall, 
since the wide metal sheets offer the lowest in- 
ductance paths between ground points, The paint 
should be scraped off beneath ground studs to pro- 
vide a good electrical connection. 
D.1t is important to have low resistance to 
earth, but improvement is much less practical to 
come by as it requires addition or replacement of 
ground rods, I t  is normally acceptable to leave ex- 
isting ground rods as they are, provided they do 
not appear excessively corroded or otherwise bad- 
ly damaged. 
E. Nun-metallic cabinets made of fiberglass or 
other nonconducting materials are beginning to be 
offered by some manufacturers. Such cabinets 
should be equipped with conducting plates or 
shelves to provide a low-inductance path among 
grounded components, as shown in Figure 30. 
EDCO Inc ot Florlda Pholograph 
Figure 28. ?pica1 Three-Terminal Hybrid Protector. 
Figure 30. Ground Plates or Shelves for Non-metallic 
Cabinets. 
Figure 29. Grounding of Control Cabinets. 
Any shcet-metal that has adequate rncch- Ground condults 
anical strength and anti-corrosive properties will 
be adequate for the grounding plates. All electrical 
connections should be made to bare metal. 
All incoming conduits must bc grounded to 
the platc or shelves, Thus, if the conduits arrive at 
a wall the ground plate should be fastened to the 
same wall so that the conduits will be grounded to 
it  by their retaining nuts as shown in Figure 31. 
3-22 Wires Enterlng Controller Cablnets 
Since all wires extending away from a control 
cabinet arc potentiill sources of lightning-induced 
surges, methods for suppressing these surges to 
tcllerablc levels are now described, 
If it can be established that some incoming 
lines are not sources of damaging surges, these Figure 31. lncoming Conduits Should be Grounded to 
Ground Plate Inside Controller Cabinet, 
Figure 32. fnstallatian of AC Line Surge Protector. 
lines need not be protected. If, for cxample, only 
powec-supply components in loop detectors and 
controllers have burned out and no other compo- 
nents in these units have been damaged, it is 
probably sufficient to protect only the incoming 
: 15 VAC power lines and leave detector and con- 
trol circuits unprotected, On the other hand, if no 
clear pattern exists, it is better to protect all of the 
incoming lines. Methods for protecting each type 
are given in the fol1owing paragraphs, 
3,2,2,1 AC Power 
A. AC power is normally supplied by the 
power corn any from overheo i distribution wlrca. R These over end Hnes arc suk:.;t . LG direct light- 
ning strokes and are B fiequwt murce of damaging 
surges, as described in Pari 2.4. :blncc the power 
distribution aystcm is outsi+-; ul the traffic 
engineer's control, there is no practicnt method of 
conirolling the incoming surges. Inetead, these 
surges must be euppressed where they enter the 
controller cabinet, 
Suppression may bc accomplishcd by instal- 
ling AC tine surge protectors lnlso referred to as a 
"home lightning nrrester," ''lightning eurge ar- 
rester," "power line protector," secondary 
power arrester," etc.) between the 115 VAC in- 
coming line and cabinet ground, The protector 
should be cnprrble of: 
limiting the surge voltage to 3 kV peak, 
while 
conducting surge currents of at least 10 
kA with an 8 x 20 p (time to crest x 
time to second half-crest] waveform, and 
recovering to its former state after the 
surge is over with AC power applied, and 
the manufacturer of the AC suppressor 
shall certify that the suppressor meets 
the requirements of ANSI C62.1-1975/ 
IEEE Std. 28-1974 Para. 7.1 and 7.6 
[Reference 7). The suppressor peak 
voltage shall not exceed 3 kV when 
tested per Para 7.3 and 7.5 of the ANSI/ 
IEEE specifichtion. 
Normally, a hybrid-type protector containing 
a spark gap and non-linear device must be utilized 
to meet these requirements, but some larger sized 
varistors that are capable of meeting this require- 
ment have recently become available. 
B. The AC line surge protector should be in- 
stalled on the load side of the circuit breaker, so 
that if the protector should fail short, the circuit 
breaker will *en to give maximum protection. 
The arrester leads should be kept as short as possi- 
ble. Grounds should be made directly to the cab- 
inet wall (or ground plate) as near as possible to 
the object being grounded, An acceptable arrange- 
ment is shown on Figure 32, 
C. If the AC power is brought into the cabinet 
via an underground conduit, a similar arrange- 
ment should be followed, as shown in Figure 33. If 
the conduit is metallic, it should be connected to 
the ground rod as shown. 
D.Connections from the ground rod to other 
objects inside the controller cabinet should be 
made with AWG No. 8 (or larger) copper wire. It 
may be stranded or solid. 
3.2,2.2. lntetconuecting Signal Whee When 
several intersections on n main thoroughfare are 
synchronized together, the intersections must bc 
interconnected by signal wirelr, These wires may 
be shielded or unshieldcd, and suspended over- 
head or buried in a conduit. Opernting voltage 
levels of these circuits range from a few volts DC 
to 120 volts PC. 
A. Wher,ever possible, it I recommended that 
sigaal lines be carried in shielded cables, with the 
shields grounded at both ends. 
It may be imprncticol to provide a shield for 
eignal lines already in existence. In these cases, 
protection will have to be provided by surge su - 
pressors installed in the cabinets at each end o 
the line, 
P 
lf a shield La nlrendy present, it should be in- 
spected to determine if: 
I.  i t  is continuous dong the entire 
length of the line 
2, each end of the shield is grounded to the 
controller cabinet 
If, as is often the case, either of the above 
conditions are not met, the shield will offer little 
or no protection. If cases like this are found, they 
should be corrected before additional protective 
rneasureR [such as surge suppressors] are added. 
B. The most effective shields are constructed 
of aluminum or copper foil which is folded around 
the circumference 01 the cable (as provided in 
'ba 339 'nstd"'on of 'in ''a' P~+~'ec'orwhn A' telephone cables) such that the resistrnce Power 1s Ped through Underground Conduit. does not exceed 4 ohms ver mile. Some other 
types of shields, such asspiral-wrapped foils 
which do not make edge-to-edge contact around 
the spiral, are much less effective. Examples of 
how existing shields should (and should not) be 
grounded are shown in Figure 34. 
Ground \\\\? Ground 1 
lncomlng cable 
shield dlrectly to \\\\ "@ 
closest cabinel wall 
or ground plats. - 
Ground Incoming cable .'-. 
shield directly lo 
condu~t (d rnefatlrc) 
and to cab~net wall or 
ground plate. ' 1 1  / 
Figure 34. Grounding of SjgnaJ Cable Shields. & 
Figure 35. Instnllation of Surge Suppressors on Incoming 
Signol Cubl~' Conductors. 
If failures continue after the above shielding 
improvements have been made, or if no shielding 
improvements can be made, &urge suppressors 
should be installed between each of the incoming 
signal conductors and ground. The suppressors 
utilized should have the following capability: 
1. Clamp the surge to as low a voltage as 
possible, ideally to about twice the peak 
operating voltage of the circuit being 
protected, md 
2. Be capable of conducting a surge current 
of at least 1,000 amperes at an 8 x 20 ps 
waveform without damage to itself, and 
3. Be capable of dissipating at least 40 
joules of energy without damage to 
itself, and 
4. Be capable of suppressing 6 surges in 
rapid (1-second) succession as described 
in (1 ), (21 and (31 above without degrada- 
tion of performance. 
C. Signal-line suppressors should be installed 
as close as possible to the point where the lines 
enter the controller cabinet. A preferred arrange- 
ment is shown on Figure 35. Occasionally, ta 
number of surge suppressors packaged in one unit 
are available, Such units may be utilized in place 
of the individual arrangement shown on Figure 35 
if the suppressors contained within it meet the 
performance requirements listed above. In either 
case, it is particularly important that suppressor 
Ieuds be kept as short as possible, The principle to 
follow is illustrated in Figure 36. 
,3.2.2.3 Vehicle Detector Loops Vehicle de- 
tector loops are unshielded, insulated wires buried 
in the street pavement. The two ends of this loop 
feed directly into solid state circuits in the loop 
detector units. As explained in Pora. 2.5, the 
dl.fl~ctor loops are capacitively coupled to the 
c.,, th  and receive a voltage surge whenever light- 
ning currents enter the earth somewhere nearby 
and cause an earth voltage rise. Since it is imprac- 
tical to modify detector loops already in existence, 
the surges must be suppressed where the detector 
loop wires enter the contrallcr cabinet or where 
these circuits enter the loop detector units. 
Because they are capacitively coupled, the in- 
duced-voltage surges contain comparatively little 
energy, and back-to-back zener diodes usually pro- 
vide adequate protection. Some loop detector 
units are available with zcner diodes already in- 
corporated in them, and these have had a lower 
Une 
PREFERRED NOT FIEGOMMENDEO 
P t y t e  36. Principle to Follow when lnstolling Suppressors: I f  long wires must be used 
to reach suppressor bring the protected h e  to the suppressor as in ol Do not use long 
suppressor leads as in b). 
lightning failure rote than unprotected units, but 
in aome cases even "protected" unita ,have failed. 
Protection can be improved as follows. 
Where units without zener diode protection 
ere present, zener diode protectors ahould be in- 
stelled line-to-line nnd one line-to-ground where 
the loop circuits cnter the controller cabinet. The 
diodes used should have the following capability: 
1, be back-to-back or bipolar devices 
2. be rated at 10 volts and 5 watts 
A preferred inetallation arrangement is shown 
in Figure 37. As in protection of other circuits, the 
protector leads must be kept very short. 
3.2.2.4 S f g d  Head Powct W k s  Even 
though most aignel lamp power is controlled By 
nolid-state relaye (using trfrrca), few lightning prob- 
lems associated with the lam circuits have been 
reported. The maaon ja that t 1 e trfacs and other 
components in the lamp circuits aro more rugged 
than most other components in the algnal system 
becauec they must toterate the surges that occur 
each time o light is ewitched on. When lightning- 
induced voltage surges appear in the more:sensitive 
triec trigger circuits, they may cause the idac to 
trigger, at which time the surge would pus  back 
into the lamp power system. The triac would shut 
off wein when the first AC zero-crossing occura, 
resulting in no permanent effects. 
In the few cases where lamp switching units 
have been damaged during thunderstonns, protcc- 
tion can be improved by installing AC line surge 
protcctors between the 115 VAC lamp power wires 
and cabinet ground. The protector used should 
have the some capabilities as recommended for 
protection of incoming AC power circuits in Para. 
3.2.2.1, and be installed in the controller cabinet 
near the place where the lamp wires cnter. 
3.2.2.5 ~lecommunfcalf on t inee In some 
cases, central computer connections to individual 
intersections are provided via local telephone com- 
pony lines. The telephone company usually pro- 
vides cnrbon-block spnrk gap suppressors at both 
ends of their lines. These suppressors will generally 
limit Burgee between the telephone lines and 
ground to 1,000 volts or less. Conventional tele- 
phone relaying equipment can tolerate surges of 
this magnitude, but modem solid-stntc switching 
units or other equipment associated with the 
municipal signal system may be vulnernble to such 
surges. In these cases, secondary protectors, 
selected to clnmp the surges to lower voltages, are 
required. 
A. The secondary protectors should be 
capable of: 
1, Clamping the surge to as low a voltage 
as possible; ideally to about twice the 
peak operating voltage of the equipment 
being protected. 
2. Dissipating at least 20 ioules of energy 
without damage to themselves. 
3. Suppressing 6 surges in rapid (1 second) 
succession as described in (1 ) and (2) 
above without degradation of per- 
formance. 
A varistor is most suitable for this application. 
Figure 37. JnstalIation of Protection lor Loop Detectors. 
B. The secondary protcctore should be iao- 
latcd from the primary protectors by either: 
1. at least 15 feet (4.5 meters) of circuit 
length, or 
2, at lenet 10 microhenrys of lumped 
inductance, or 
3. at least 10 ohms of resistance. I f  50 
ohms of resistance can be inserted in the 
line between primary and aecondnry prow 
tectors without degrading signal circuit 
operation, o 5-watt bipolar or bock-to= 
back zcner diode can be used as the 
secondary protector. 
C. Note: Neither the primary nor secondary 
protection will function properly unless the sup- 
prcssore and cable shields, if present) ure solidly 
grounde d to the cabinet ground. Short suppressor 
leads are necessary to provide mnximum protec- 
tion. 
3,2.2.6 Pedeetdon Signal Linee Pushbuttons 
are present at some intersections for pedestrians' 
use in calling for n walk light. The wires running 
from the switches to the controller units are n 
source of lightning-induced surgcs, bur the surges 
rarely reach the controller electronics due to the 
isolation provided by the coupling transformers or 
relays which are usually present. 
A. In cases where burnouts of electronic com- 
ponents attached to these pedestrian signals do oc- 
cur, varistors should be installed from each incom- 
ing line to cabinet ground where these circuits 
enter the cabinet. The varistors should have the 
following capcbility: 
1. Clamp the surge to as low a voltage as 
possible, ideally to about twice the pcak 
operating voltage of the circuit being pro- 
tected, and 
2. Be capable of dissipating at least 10 joules 
of energy without damage to itself, and 
3. Be capable of suppressing at lcast 6 surges 
(within 1 second) as described in 1 I )  and 
(2) above without degradation of perfor- 
mance., 
8. The suppressors should be installed in the 
manner shown in Figure 35. 
3*2*9, CENTRAL COMPUTERS 
In some \urisdictions the operation (and 
monitoring1 of a number of intersections is con- 
trolled from s centrally located computer. Control 
and monitor signsla travcl bctwcen this computer 
end the intersections on aerial or buried cables in- 
stalked expressly for this purpose, or via leased tele- 
phone lines. Lightning-induced surges on these 
tines may damage computer electronics. 
Lightning surges, of course, may also enter a 
computer via power distribution lines. As dis- 
cussed in Para, 2.4, surges of up to 10 kilovolts 
may appear at unprotected service entrances, and 
even with a power line surge protector present, up 
to 30Cl volts or so may pass on into the computer, 
Since some computer power supplies cannot toler- 
ate surges of this magnitude, it may be necessary 
to apply secondary protection at the computer 
power supply. Protection against surges originating 
from both eources may be accomplished as follows: 
A. Surges originating in signal lines may be 
suppressed by installation of suppressors between 
each incoming line and ground. The suppressors 
utilized should hove the following capability: 
1. Clamp the surge to as low a voltage as 
possible, ideally to about twice thc pcak 
operating voltage of the circuit being 
protected, and 
2. Be capable of conducting 9 surge current 
of at leust 1,000 amperes at an 8 x 10 ps 
waveform withoirt damage to itself, and 
3. Be capable of dissipating at least 40 joules of energy without damage to itself, 
and 
4. Be capable of supprcssing 6 surges in 
rapid succession as described in ( l ) ,  (2) 
and (3) above without degradation of per- 
formance. 
A varistor or back-to-back zener diode device is 
most suitable for this application. 
These secondary protectors should be installed 
as far horn the primary protectors (if present) as 
possible, This idea is illustrated in Figure 38. If the 
signal cables running between the primary and 
secondary protcctors are shielded, the cablc shields 
should be grounded at each end. If the signal cables 
running between the primary and secondary pro- 
tectors are not shielded, a ground wire should be 
run along with each cable, This may he a presently 
unused wire, with its ends grounded at the same 
places the primary and secondary protectors are 
grounded, 
and at entrances to 
Figure 38. Protection for Central Computer Signul Circuits 
0. Sugcs originating in power l iws may be Note: If no primary protector is present at the 
suppressed by installation of secondary suppressors AC power scrvicc entrance to the buildin. primary 
bctwccn each incoming power line and ground. protectors having the capabilities listed in Para, 
When a primary protector (AC line surgc protector) 3,2.2.1 should also be provided. The locations of 
meeting the requirements of Para. 3.2+2.1 is prcs- primary and secondary protectors for a central 
ent, the secondary suppressors should have thc comp~lter located within a building are shown in 
following capability: Figure 39. 
1, Cliimp thc S U ~ C  to 60[l volts (for 115 
VAC lines] while condiicting a surgc cur- 
rent of 100 smpcrcs, and 
2. He capable of dissipating at Icast 29 
joules of cncrgy without damage to 
itself, and 
3. Hc cnpablc of st~ppressing 6 surges in 
rilpid wicccssion as dcscribcd in ( 1  1 and 
121 abovc without dgractation of pctform- 
BIICC. 
A varistor is most suitable for this npplication. 
Figure 39, Protectlon for Centrd Computer AC P ~ e r  Circuits. 
CHAPTER 4 
4,1 INTRODUCTION 
The protection techniques suggested in Chap- 
ter 3 are npplicable for new systems. However, 
shielding to reduce the transient susceptibility and 
suppression to reduce equipment vulnerability can 
be considered and incorporated during the design 
stnge, This way, the cost of the lightning protec- 
tion will be minimized and its effectiveness im- 
proved. 
4,2. TRANSIENT CONTROL LEVEL 
PHILOSOPHY 
At the present time, industry standards do not 
offer sufficient guidance to the designers and man- 
ufacturers of most clcctronic equipment as to what 
types of transients to consider and how to prove 
that equipmcnt works in the presence of these 
transients. The situation is under some control in 
the electric power field where the Institute of Elec- 
trical and E:ectronics Engineers (IEEE) Surge Pro- 
tective Devices Committee has a Working Group 
or: Sure: Voltagcs in AC Power Circuits Rated 600 
Volts and Less which has heen gathering data on 
surges for the past several years. The working 
group is now in the process of preparing a guideline 
document describing the transient environment 
(Reference 8). Also the IEEE Power Sysiem Relay- 
ing Cornmittec, after collecting information on 
power substation transients, has issued a test 
standard called the Surge Withstand Capability 
ISWC! t ~ s t  (Reference 9) .  High voltage trans- 
mission apparatus has long been designed to meet 
standard insulation levels called Basic Insulation 
Levels (BILfs). The equipmcnt system insulation is 
cicsigned to meet specific BIL's and the equipmcnt 
is subjected to proof tests. 
In an attempt to provide similar standards for 
electronic cquipmcnt, discussion has been initiated 
to establish low voltage industry standards for tran- 
sient protection similar to the BIL system (Ref- 
erecccs 11, 12, 13). The newly proposed levels for 
electronics have been termed Tkansicnt Control 
Levels (TCL's). 
Thc obiectivc of the TCL proposal as illustrat- 
cd in Figurc 40 is to establish transient levels that 
Protection of 
New Systems 
electronic equipment manufacturers must with- 
stand at thcir equipment terminals. The proposal 
applies also to the cable system designer who must 
insurc that the actual rranslents on the cables do 
not exceed the TCL levels. The designated TCt f s  
must therefore be a compromise since, if no protec- 
tion was provided by the cables, the electronics 
would hove to withstand overly severe transients 
or if the cables were heavily shielded to eliminate 
transients, the electronics might need no protec- 
tion at all, The TCL sybltem therefcrc implies a 
role for the cable system ddgner  as well as the 
designer of the electronics. The cable sysiem 
designer's job Is to ensure that actual transients do 
not exceed the transient control level, whereas the 
electronics designers must ensure that the elec- 
tronics can withstand voltwes higher than the 
transient control Ievel. 
The degree of protection which can be afforded 
by the cable system will usually determine the 
F i y m  40. The Transient Control Level Phjlosophy 
CABLE 
BYST f.M 
DESlliNER 
ELECTRONICS 
DESIGNER 
- 
ACTUAL ELECTRONICS 
WITHSTAND LEVEL 
:RANSIENi DESIiN 
LEVEL 
TRANSIENT 1 1 LEVEL 
- 
ACTUAL TRANSIENT 
LEVEL 
Plopoaed Transient Open Clrcult Short Clrcult 
Control Level Voltage Level Current Level 
Number (volts) (ampel as) 
-. -. 
1 15 1 
2 30 2 
3 60 4 
4 150 10 
5 300 20 
6 600 40 
7 t 500 100 
8 3000 200 
9 6000 400 
10 15000 1000 
Table V. Prt;posetl Tri~nsierrf Colt 1 rof Levels 
TCL level. The signal cables described in Chapter 2 
will dcliver transients which con be assigned a 
level, such as 9. The addition of o second shield to 
the cable, grounded at both enda, will reduce the 
delivered transient tn a lower levcl such as 6. How- 
ever, the cost of n dc ,Me-shielded cable will often 
be higher then the cost of designing the equipment 
to accept the higher tmnsients, 
To implement the TCL concept, testing of the 
electronics is required. The tests may be performed 
either by the manufacturer appropriately witnessed 
or certified, or by the usel upon xeceipt of the 
equipment. Either way, acceptance tests to prove 
that the equipment will withstand the specified 
TCL tests must be made. Table V presents a set of 
Ihnsient Control Levels proposed by Fisher and 
PIumer (Reference 10). The TCL's wc presented in 
terms of open circuit test generator voltage and the 
current which this voltuge surge will drive into a 
short circuit. This is the maximum current avail- 
able from the test generator. Emre 4 1 shows a pro- 
posed test generator and its open circuit voltage 
and short circuit current waveforms. The wove- 
forms shown are representative of lightning- 
induced transients, The test generator source im- 
pcdancc necessary to achieve the proper relatian- 
s h ~ p  between generator open circuit voItage and 
short circuit current has been the subject of much 
discussion and a 50 ohm/50 microhenry value has 
been suggested by Fisher and Martzloff in 
Reference 1 1. 
For tests of traffic control equipment, an in- 
crease in the short circuit current associated with 
each voltage level is needed. This is because traffic 
control systems are more exposed to lightning ef- 
fects than most other elcctronics. Table VI and 
Figure 42 show TCL levels and a generator which 
will produce more severe short circuit currents. 
These tests would be applied to all electronic com- 
ponents, with the exception of the loop detector 
amplifier where the higher impedance (50 ohm] 
generator would be adequate, 
Serlea Impedance 
- 
50 pH 
4.3 TRANSIENT CONTROL LEVEL TESTING 
L 
I t  should be understood that thc TCL 
philosophy is not writter~ around any particular 
Translent surge generator. Any surge generator that will pro. Source 50Q @ duce the specified open-circuit voltage and short- 
"! I 
k c  
circuit currcnt will be satisfactory, 
4.3.1 Types of Tests 
Experience has shown that much confusion 
can surrcund two seemingly simple questions: 
TEST GENERATOR 1. Why is the test being made? and 
2. How severe should the test be? 
Figure 41 .  Sl~ort Circuit Current (Isc) find Open Circuit There are two reasons for performing TCL 
VoIt t jg~ (Vm) iron1 (1 Test Gcncrrrlor wit11 a 50R/50@ tests, 3s illustrated in Figures 43 and 44. Tests are 
Source Irnpcd(~nce. performed ta determine which level a piece of 
-- 
Propoesd Trsnelent Opon Clreult Short Clrcul t 
Control Level Vol tago Level Current Level 
- 
Number (voUs) (arnpsrea) 
1 15 5 
2 30 10 
3 80 20 
4 150 50 
Table VI. Propnscd Trt~nsient Control Levels far Truffic 
Control Eqrripmcnt 
Series Impedance 
PEST GENERATOR 
t-rn - 
Figure 42. Pmposed 'fist Gcnemtnr mrtd W(rveiorms for 
Trlrflic Control Equipmcnr. 
1 OpH 
Translent 
50P 
r 15000 TRANSIENT CONTROL L E V ~ L  10 
I 
6030 TCL 9 
3000 rcL 8 
1500 TCL 7 
- i d  
6Oo TCt 8 FAILURE LEVEL- 
UPSET L E V E L  
l l U l l l l l  
No problem below 
lhls level 60 TCL 3 
30 TCL 2 
14 TCL 1 
tigurc 43, Determining Upset or Patlure Levels of a 
Piece of Equipment. 
5-ASSIGNED TRANSIENT 
AT THIS LEVEL. CONTROL LEVEL (Assumed) 
Device either 
passes a[. A yes or no 
Figure 44. Acceptance Tests on o Piece o f  Equfpmcnt, 
equipment can withstand as in Figure 43, and to 
determine if the equipment rnrets a required level 
as in Figure 44, In the first type of test, increasing 
test voltage levels arc applied and the equipment 
performance is monitored to determine when mal- 
functions begin. When the malfunction voltage 
level has been determined, without making any 
changes in the generator setting, the generator is 
disconnected and the open circuit voltage level is 
measured. The next lower TCL voltage level is 
then taken to be thc equipment capability. 
In the second type of tcst, thc gcncrator set- 
tings are adjusted until the spccilicd TCL open cir- 
cuit voltagc level has becn attained, Thc cquip- 
anent is then connected and the tcst applied. If the 
equipment is undamaged, it has passed the tcst, if 
damaged, it failed. Damage is defined os acceptable 
equipment behavior (within the mnnufacturer's 
specification] during and after the test. 
Test severity, the sccond question, has bcen 
addressed indirectly in answering the first question. 
If the tcst levels wcrc defined only in tcrms of thc 
voltage applied to cqi~ipnlent crmin~ls, then un- 
duly high currents would be required in on nttempt 
to apply that voltage lcvcl to o picce of equipment 
with n suppressor on its input. If the transient were 
defined only in tcrms af surge current, utiduly high 
voltages would be required to force that current in- 
to a high impedance circuit. 
Hence, the TCL levels arc dcfincd in terms of 
gcnerator open-circuit voltage and short circuit cur- 
rent, 
4.3.2 Test Equipment 
Surge gncrators capable of producing the re- 
quircd open circuit voltages and short circuit cur- 
wnts generally employ capacitors that are dis- 
charged into waveshaping circuits. 
A typical surge gcnerator cisn:it i s  shown in 
Figure 45, The generator is config-ured to supcrim- 
posc the transient on a livc AC pauw line, The 
isolation transfom~r prevents inadvertent ground- 
ing of thc hot line and allows thr. neutral side of 
the power circuit to be grounded. The switch (SWJ 
can hc electronically cantrollcd to apply t'nc tcst 
surge at 3 predeterminerl timc on the 60 Hz powcr 
wave, Spark gap switches are generally used in gcn- 
crators with charging voltages nbovc 2000 volts. 
Componsnts should hc choscn and laid out in such 
n mnnner i l ~  to nlinimizc undesired inductancc and 
radiated interfcrcncc. Circuit valtoges arc high 
enough to bi* hazardaus so approprintc safety 
precautions arc required. 
4.53 Acceptance Test Procedures 
Acceptnncu or proof tests pcrformcd on traffic 
control cquipmcnt should be carried out ns follows: 
u) Thc equipment shall be encrgizcd and its 
functional apcratiun dcmonstratcd in 
accordance with manufacturing instruc- 
tions. The dcmonstr.rtitm shall cavcr ill1 
feu t ures. 
b) The surge generator shaH bc sct to provide 
thc spccificd TCL opcn-circuit (OC1 voltage 
and short-circuit (SC) current. Thcau Ievcls 
shall bc verified by open-circuit and short- 
circuit tests prior to testing thc equipment. 
Note: Where the TCL is to be supcrimposcd 
on powcr or signal voltage, this voltagc will 
bc dcencrgizcd prior to open-circuit and 
short-circuit current tests. 
c) Without changing thc surge gcnerator sct- 
tings, the generator shall be connected to 
thc equipment input terminals. The equip- 
ment shall be energized and connected to its 
normal loads freal nr simulated], Twclve 
(121 tcst surges shill! be applied, G of 
positive polarity and 6 of negative polarity. 
Tests shall be applicd between rach input 
terminal and gr,.raund ss well as hctwecn the 
two input terminals of a circuit pair. 
When the TCL surges are supcrimposcd 011 60 
Hz power, thc npplication of the waves shall be 
timed so thai ;NO (2) surgcs occur at the zero cross- 
- r' 
I 
--**10(4F 
4% 
* I 
20~A-l~( 
- b 
I - 
Low 1nduc:ance 
"Low Indultance & Non.Polar~zed 
Piyre  45. Sclwmatic Diagrmt (or a Trat~sient Surge Ct~merotnr for Tcstirg 
Trajfic Cantrol Equipment, 
Figure 46. Timing of Applied TCL Test Surges on 60 Hz 
Power Unes, 
ing, two (21 at M peak voItage (30° electrical] and 
twn (2) at peak voltage (90° electrical) as shown in 
Figure 46. 
d) The equipment shall be monitored for im- 
proper operation during the tests and shall 
perform in accordance with its specifica- 
tions after test as; evidenced by repeating the 
same functional tests as in step (a) above. 
4.4 TYPICAL LIGHTNING PROTECTION 
SPEClFlCATlONS FOR TRAFFIC CONTROL 
EQUIPMENT 
The following TCL test levels are recommend- 
ed for traffic control equipment by the authors and 
are based on present, customary wiring practices. A 
description of the wiring practices accompanies 
each recommendation. If other wiring practices are 
used, the recommended TCL does not apply and 
another level, either higher or lower, must be 
selected, 
If a piece of equipment is procured according 
to the TCE standards recommended below and fails 
in service, it means that I I I the recommended TCL 
When o pre-assembled cnbinet is procured, ter- 
minals common to several electronic components 
may be tested at once, Thus a TCL test must be 
applied to the control signal and AC power line in- 
put to the cabinet with all components installedi 
but need not be applied to each individual compo- 
nent within the cabinet. 
Since some controllers are procured as separate 
components, mast manufacturers will want to test 
their equipment on an iridividual component {i.e., 
loop detector-amplifier, contro' cr, etc .) basis. The 
following specifications, therc~ore, are written as 
though the equipmcnt was being procured separ- 
ately and assembled by the user on site. 
4.4.1.1 AC Power %mhols Input power ter- 
minals of controller cabinets or other complete 
assemblies shall be tested in accordance with Para. 
4.3.3 at TCL 10 (IS kV OC, 5 kA SC). In addition, 
the manufacturer of any lightning protectors incor- 
porated in the equipment (or in the cnbinet) shall 
certify that the protector meets the requirements of 
ANSI C62.1-1975/IEEE Std. 28-1974 Para. 7.1 and 
7.6 [Reference 7). The suppressor peak voltage shall 
not exceed 3 kV when tested per Para. 7.3 and 7.5 
of the ANSI/IBEE specification. 
Input power terminals of equipment contained 
within a controller cabinet which is protected by a 
protector which meets the above requirements 
shall be subjected to TCL 8 (3kV OC, 1kA SC). If 
no such protection is provided, the equipment 
must be tested at TCL 10. 
Since the local power company determines the 
type of power distribution wiring used to feed the 
controller cabinet, open and unshielded AC power 
distribution wiring configurations were assumed 
for the above recommendations. 
4.4,1.2 Control Signal 'Ikrminals Terminals 
connected to interconnect wires placed between 
coordinated intersections shall be tested per Para. 
5.2.3. at TCL 9 I6 kV OC, 2 kA SC), The equip- 
ment shall be tested with normal signal voltages 
on the terminals. 
The signal cables between intersections should 
be shielded as described in 3.2.2.2B. The shield 
must be electrically continuous horn end to end, If 
the shield is broken between the ends, at a iunc- 
tion for example, a lo. . inductance connection 
across the junction must be provided. It is pref- 
erable to enclose the entire junction in a conduc- 
ting, metal enclosure connected to both ends of the 
opened shield. 
was in error, or (2) the cabhng practice was not 
followed or properly installed. 4,4.1.3 Detector h o p s  Amplifier terminals to be connected to wire loops buried in the road- 
4.4.1 Controllar Cablnets at lnfersectlons way shall be tested per ~ a r i .  4.3.3. at TCL 7 using the 50-ohm TCL generator l 1 .S kV. OC. 100 A SC!. 
Intersection controller cabinets may be pur- An air core inducior repres&ting the avkrage loop' 
chased either complete with all electronic compo- inductance specified by the manufacturer shall be 
nents already installed, ox as separate components connected between the loop input terminals during 
with the system assembled by the user on site. tests. 
The sensor loop wires are tn be shielded to 
reduce lightning induced transients. As shown in 
Figure 47, after inserting the loop wires into the 
pavement, a single AWG #I4 insulated wire is 
placed over the loop and lead-in wires to the con- 
troller cabinet. This shield wire protects the loop 
from capacitive (E-field) induced voltages. In this 
particular instance, only one end of the wire is to 
be grounded, the opposite end must b. left floating 
(ungrounded). If it is grounded at both ends the 
loop detector amplifier will not operate since the 
detector bop will be shorted. 
4,4.1.4 S i g ~ l  Head AC Power The ter- 
minals which supply AC power to the signal head 
shall be tested per Para. 4.3.3 at TCL 7 (1.5 kV OC, 
SODA SC). 
It is assunled that signal head power wires are 
routed next to or inside grounded structures, such 
as conductive standards or conduits on wooden 
poles, such that they are well shielded from direct 
lightning strikes. If the signal power wires are ex- 
posed to direct lightning strikes, then TCL 10 must 
be applied. 
4.4,1.5 Telecommunicoaion Lines Terminals 
on interface equipment connected to telecom- 
munication type lines, computer date links, etc., 
shall be tested per Para, 4.3.3 at TCL 7 (1.5 kV OC, 
500 A SC], 
It is assumed that telecommunications cables 
will be shielded and protected in accordance with 
standard telephone practice. Where the lines are 
not supplied by the local telephone company, it is 
recommended that the local telephone company be 
contacted for assistance. 
4.4.1,6 Pedestrian Slgnol Lines Input ter- 
minals intended for pedestrian signal wires ahall be 
tested per Para. 4.3.3 at TCL 6 (600V, 200A). 
It is assumed that pedescrial signal wires are 
contained in conduits and routed to control 
cabinets in shielded cables. 
4.4.2 Centre! Computer Protection 
4.4.2.1 AC Power Central computer AC 
power inputs shall be tested per Para, 4.3.3 at TCL 
9 (6 kV OC, 2 kA SC), Tests will be applied be- 
tween each phase and ground, and between each 
phase. 
The service entrance AC power leading to the 
central computer shall be protected as specified in 
Para. 3.2.3B. 
4.4.2,2 Telecommunicotion Lines Each pair 
of input telecommunication lines shall be tested 
per Para, 4.3.3 at TCL 7 (1.5 kV OC, 500A SC). 
Telecommunication cables shall be shielded 
and protected in accordance with standard tcle- 
phone practice at the entrance to the building or 
structure housing the central computer. 
Shield Wire 
Figure 47. SMefded Sensor Loop. 
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APPENDIX Lightning Activity 
at Cities in the 
United States 
The following data is for use in estimating the 
number of lightning-related problems to be ex- 
pected in particular cities. Included are: 
1. The bokerounic Lcvel which is the average 
number of days on which thunder is heard 
in a year. 
2.  The Total Plashes per Yeor which is the 
total number of lightning flashes to be ex- 
pected over areas of 1 square kilometer at 
one square mile during a year. 
3 ,  The Flashes to Ground which is the total 
number of lightning strikes expected to 
reach the ground tn a year. 
This data has been derived from statistics 
gathered by the World Meteorological Organization 
(WMO) over many years {Refcrcnce 2). As such, it 
is Average data and the experience in any individual 
year may differ somewhat from that predicted. 
Total Flashea Flashes to around 
lsokeraunic per Year per Year 
Clty Level Cat l tude per kMg per mlz per kMz per ml* 
ALABAMA 
Anniston 60 33 "40'N 21.1 54,6 4.7 12.3 
Birmingham 67 33'34'N 25.4 65.9 5.7 14.8 
Mobile 64 30'41 'N 23.5 60.9 4.8 12.4 
Monlgmry  54 3Z01B'N 17.6 45.6 3.8 9.9 
ARIZONA 
Flagstaff 35 3S012'N 8.4 21.8 2.0 5.2 
Phoenix 26 33O26'N 5.1 13.2 1.2 3.0 
Prescolt 43 34 '39'N 12,O 31 -0 2.8 7.2 
Tucson 35 32 "07'N 8.4 21.8 1 .B 4.7 
Wln~low 34 35 91 IN 8.0 20.8 1.9 4.9 
Yuma 10 32 "45'N 1 .O 2.6 .23 0.6 
ARKANSAS 
Fort Smlth 
Little ~ o c k  
Texarkana 
CALIFORNIA 
Bakersfield 
Beaumont 
Eureka 
Fresno 
Los Angeles 
Mount Shasta 
Oakland 
Red Bluff 
Sacramento 
San Diego 
San Francisco 
T o l ~ t  Fla8h~S Flnohes 10 around 
lsokeraunlo par Year per Year 
Lev81 latltude per kMt per mi1 per kM1 per mi# 
- - -- - - - . -- - -- - - - - -- -- 
COLORADO 
Alemosa 51 37*26'N 16.0 41.4 4.1 10.0 
Colorddo Sprlngs 08 3Bb4B'N 26.1 67.5 7.0 t8.2 
Denver 44 3Be46'N 12.4 32,2 3,4 83  
Grand Junction 41 30°06'N 11.0 28.8 3.0 7.7 
Pueblo 42 38O14'N 11.5 20.8 3.0 7.8 
- - - 
CONNECTICUT 
Hartford 
New Haven 
DELAWARE 
Wilmlngton 
Dl6TRlCT OF COLUMBIA 
Washlnglon 35 38'51 'N 8,4 21.8 2.3 5.9 
-- 
FLORIDA 
Apatachlcola 
Oaylona Beach 
Fort Myers 
Key West 
Melbourne 
Miami 
Orlando 
Pensecola 
Tallahassee 
Tampa 
West Palm Beach 
GEORGIA 
Albany 
Alhens 
Allenla 
Augusta 
Columbus 
Macon 
Rome 
Savannah 
Valdosta 
IDAHO 
Boise 
Lewiston 
Pocatello 
ILLINOIS 
Cairo 56 37°00'M 19.9 51.5 5.0 13.0 
Chtcago 37 41 '47'N 9.3 24.0 2.7 7.1 
Joiiel 41 4 1 '38'N 11.0 28.6 3,2 8.4 
Mollne 47 41 "27'N 13.9 36.0 4.1 10.5 
Peoria 47 40°40'N 13.9 36.0 3.9 10.2 
Springfletd 49 39'50'N 14,9 38.7 4.1 10.7 
Total Fleahsa FIauhsu to Ground 
lnokeraunlc per Veer per Year 
Level Latitude per kMI per rnl' per kM' per mr' 
INDIANA 
Evansvllls 
Fort Wayne 
lndlanapolls 
South Bend 
Terre Haute 
IOWA 
0urllngton 56 40m47'N 18.7 48.6 5 3 13.8 
Davenport 42 41 O30'N 11.5 28.8 3.4 8.7 
Des Molnes 46 41 '32'N 13.4 34.8 3.9 10.1 
Dubuque 39 42'24'N 10.1 26.3 3.1 7.9 
Si~ux Clty 42 42 '23'N 11.5 29.8 3.4 8.9 
Sloux Fells 46 4%I034'N 13.4 34.0 4.2 10.8 
KANSAS 
Concordla 45 3Dm35'N 12.9 33.5 3.6 0.2 
Dodge Cily 39 37'46'N 10.1 263 2.6 6.8 
Goodland 44 39'21 'N 12.4 32.2 3.4 8.8 
Topeka 5 1 3994'N 16.0 41.4 4.3 11.2 
Wlchita 54 37'38'N 17.6 45.6 0.5 11.7 
KENTUCKY 
Lexington 44 3B003'N 12.4 32.2 3.2 8.4 
~oulsvllle 46 38'1 1'N 13.4 34.8 3.5 9-1 
LOUISIANA 
Baton Rouge 78 30°25'N 32.9 85.3 6.7 17.3 
Lake Charles 78 3O0l3'N 32.9 85.3 6.6 17.1 
New Orloans 75 30°00'N 6.5 16.8 1.3 3.4 
Shreveporl 50 3Z033'N 15.5 40.0 3.4 8.7 
MAINE 
Caribou 
Edstport 
Portland 
MARYLAND 
Baltimore 
Frederick 
MASSACHUSETTS 
Boston 
Concord 
Nantucket 
Plttsfleld 
Salem 
MICHIGAN 
Alpena 
Detroit 
Escanaba 
Grand Rapids 
Lanslng 
Msrquette 
Muskegon 
Sault Ste. Marie 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR Q U A U n  
Total Flashel Flsuhe~ to around 
Isokaraun to per Year per Year 
Clty Lsval btltuds per kMJ per mlj  per khnt per mP 
MINNESOTA 
Oululh 28 46'50'N 6.1 153 2.1 5,5 
Internallonal Falle 28 4B930'N 5.8 14.9 2.1 5,4 
Mlnneepotl~ 39 44.53'N 10.1 28.3 3.3 8,5 
Roche~ter 40 44'00'N 11,O 27.4 3,3 8.6 
St. Cloud 36 45*35'N 0.8 22.0 2.9 7.6 
St, Paul 34 44 '56'N 6.0 20.8 2.6 6.8 
MlSSlSSlPPl 
Jackson 
Meridian 
Vlckstrurg 
- - - 
MISSOURI 
Columbia 58 
Kansas Clly 55 
Sprlngfleld 59 
St. Joseph 54 
St. Louls 49 
MONTANA 
Bllllng s 
Bulle 
Glasgow 
Greal Falls 
Havre 
Helena 
Kelispell 
Mlssouta 
NEBRASKA 
Grand Island 
Llncoln 
Norfolk 
North Plalte 
Ome ha 
Scoltsblulf 
Valentine 
NEVADA 
E ~ Y  
Las Vegas 
Reno 
Winnemucca 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Mount Washington 
-- . -  -- -- -- . - .- 
NEW JERSEY 
Allanlic Clty 23 39 '22 'N 4.1 10.7 1.1 2.9 
Newark 27 40°42'N 5.4 14.0 1.5 4.0 
Trenton 35 40'1 3'N 8.4 21.8 2.4 6 1 
Total Fleshsr Flarhrr to Ground 
laoksraunlc par Year per Year 
Clty Level Latlluds uer kMv per rnP wr kM1 per mP 
NEW ME XlCO 
Albuquerque 
Clayton 
Raton 
Roswell 
NEW YOAK 
Albany 
Bear lnountaln 
Binghampton 
Buffalo 
New York Clly 
Oswepo 
Rochester 
Syracuse 
NORTH CAROLINA 
Aahevilte 59 35 '38'N 17.1 44.2 4.1 10.6 
Cape Hatteras 40 35'15'N 10.6 27 -4 2.5 6.5 
Charlotte 46 35'14'N 13.4 34.8 3.2 0.2 
Greensboro 50 36 '05'N $55  40,O 3.8 9.8 
Ralelgh 4 1 35O52'sl 11,O 28.6 2.7 7.0 
Wllmington 46 3494'N 13.4 34.8 3. f 8.0 
Wlnslon.SBlam 48 36 '07'N t 3.4 34.8 3.3 8.5 
- - 
NORTH DAKOTA 
Bismark 31 46"46'N 6.0 17 .8  2.4 6.1 
Dwil's Lake 30 48 "07'N 6.5 16.8 2.3 6.0 
Fargo 29 46 '54 'N 6.1 15.9 2.1 5.5 
Willlslon 25 48'09'N 4.8 12.3 1 .7  4.4 
OHIO 
Akron 
Cleveland 
Cincinnati 
Columbus 
Dayton 
Sandusky 
Toledo 
Youngstown 
OKLAHOMA 
Oklahoma Cily 45 35"24'N f 2.9 33.5 3.1 8.0 
Tulsa 58 36m1 'N 19.9 51.5 4.9 12.6 
OREGON 
Baker 16 44'50'N 2.2 5.8 0,7 1.9 
Burns 14 43 "35'N 1.8 5,O 0.5 1.4 
Eugene 5 44 '07 'N 0.3 0.6 0.1 0.3 
Medford 9 42 '23'N 0.8 2.2 0.3 0.7 
Pendleton 12 45'41 'N 1,4 3.5 0.5 1.2 
Portland 6 45'36'N 0.4 1 1  0.2 0.4 
Roseburg 5 43'13'N 0.3 0.8 0.1 0.2 
Trouldale 12 45 O35'N 1.4 3.5 0.5 1.2 
Told FIlahrl Flrahrr lo around 
lrohrraunlo par Verr per Yerr 
Leva) Lalltuda par kMt per rnlt per kM8 per mi1 
-- - - 
PENNSYLVANIA 
Allentown 
Curwenlvllls 
Erle 
Harrisburg 
Phitadslphla 
Pittsburgh 
Reading 
Scranton 
Willlarnsporl 
-- -- - 
RHODE ISLAND 
Black Island 17 41 *lO'N 2.5 8+4 0.7 1,s 
Providence 2 1  41 *44'N 3.5 9,2 1 .O 2,7 
SOUTH CAFlOLlNA 
Charleston 
Columbla 
Florence 
Gfeenville 
Spartanburg 
SOUTH DAKOTA 
Huron 
Repid CHy 
TENNESSEE 
Bii610l 53 36'29'N 17.1 44.2 4.2 11.0 
Chattanoogs 58 35'02'N 19.9 51 -5 4.7 12.2 
Knoxville 48 35 "49 'N 14.4 37.4 3.5 9.0 
Memphis 5 1 35'03'N 16.0 41.4 3.9 10.0 
Nashville 52 36'07'N 16.5 42.8 4.1 10.5 
TEXAS 
Abllene 38 32 '26'N 9.7 25.1 2.1 5.4 
Amarlllo 38 3S014'N 9.7 25.1 2.3 5.9 
Austin 42 3Oo18'N 11.5 29.8 2.3 6.0 
Brownsville 28 25"55'N 5.8 14.9 1 .O 2.6 
Corpus Chrlati 3 3 27'46'N 7.6 19.A 1.4 3.7 
Dallas 51 32'51 'N 16.0 41 .4  3.6 9.2 
Dei Fllo 27 2Q020'N 5.4 14.0 1 .O 2.7 
El Paso 28 31 *48'N 5.8 14.9 1.2 3.2 
Fort Worth 46 32 '49'N 13.4 34.8 3.0 7.7 
Galveston 49 2g016'N 14.9 38.7 2.9 7 5 
Houslon 57 29'39'N 19.3 50.0 3.8 D,9 
Laredo 36 27"32'N 8.8 ' 22.9 1.6 4.2 
Lubbock 52 33 *36'N 16.5 42.8 3.7 9.7 
Palesline 46 31 O45'N 13.4 34.8 1.6 4.2 
Port Arthur 72 29 '58'N 28.7 74.4 5.8 14.9 
San Angelo 45 31 "22'N 12.9 33.5 2.7 7.0 
San Antonio 37 2Qo32'N 9.3 24,O 1.8 4.7 
Viclorla 49 28O47'N 14.9 38.7 2 9  7.4 
Wac0 35 31 '37'N 8,4 21.8 1 .B 4 . 6  
Wichita Falls 52 33O59'N 16.5 42.8 3.8 9.8 
Totrl Fleahen Flrmham lo Ground 
llokeraunlc per Year per Year 
Clty LOVOI Latitude per per mi1 per kMJ per mlr 
UTAH 
Milford 28 38'24'N 5.8 17 9 t 5 3 9 
Salt take City 35 40C46'N 8.4 21 8 2 4 8.2 
VERMONT 
Burlington 20 44 '20'N 5.8 14.0 1 9  4 8 
VlROlNlA 
Cape Henry 39 36'56'N 10.1 26.3 2 5 6.6 
Lynchburg 35 37'20'N 8.4 21 .A 2 2 5 6 
Norfolk 38 36'53'N 9.7 25.1 2 4 6 3 
Peleraburg 41 3 7 * l a 4 ~  11.0 28 6 2.8 7 3 
Richmond 40 37 '30'N 10.6 27.4 2.7 7 .O 
Hoanoke 42 37'lQ'N 11.5 29 B 2.9 7.6 
WASHlNQTON 
Ellensburg 11 47'02'N 1.2 3 1  0.4 1 1  
Olympie 3 47'00'N 0.1 0.3 0 b4 0 1 
Porl Angelea 4 48'08'N 0.2 0 5 0 1 0 2 
Seallle 5 47'31'N 0,3  0.0 0.1 0 3 
Spokane 1 1  47'33'N 1,2 3.1 0 4 1 1  
Stampede Pees 8 47'17'N 0 , 7  1 .B 0.2 0 6 
Gtevan'un 10 45'40'N 1 .O 2.6 0.3 0 9 
Tacoma 6 47 'OD'N 0.4 l . t  0 2 0 4 
T~loosh Island 3 40e23'N 0.1 0.3 0.03 0 1 
Walla Walla 9 46 *06'N 0.8 2.2 0.3 0 7 
Yakirna 5 46 '34'N 0 3 0.8 0.1 0 3 
WEST VlRalNlA 
Charleston 47 38'22'N 13 9 36.0 3.7  9 5 
Elkins 46 38 "53'N 13 4 34.8 3.6 9 3 
Parkersburg 43 by "21 'N 12.0 31.0 3 2 8 4 
WISCONSIN 
Green Bay 
La Crosse 
Madison 
Milwaukee 
WYOMING 
Casper 
Cheyenne 
Lander 
ROGR Springs 
Sheridan 
